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The NASA IV&V Program's Independent Test
Capability (ITC) is responsible for acquiring,
developing and maintaining adaptable test
environments. These test environments enable the
NASA's IV&V Program to perform dynamic analysis
of software behaviors for multiple NASA missions.
The ITC team is the expert in simulation and the
IV&V project teams are experts in the systems.
IV&V project teams utilize the solutions developed
by the ITC team within the JSTAR laboratory.
9 Create specialized group for 
simulation and test 
9 Provide infrastructure to support efforts
JSTARLabBuiltin2010






































VMs running on JSTAR servers 
can be accessed from any


















Unique usage of the 
vCloud product allowing 
for external access to 
isolated lab.
Unique implementation 
of shared file storage 

















































GO-SIM Simulation Software Receives Honorable Mention at 2012 
Agency-Wide Software of  the Year Competition
High fidelity simulator with no hardware dependencies
Simulation of  operational spacecraft and ground system 
Controlled execution of  simulation model and processor states (start, 
stop, pause, resume)
Architecture supports dynamic addition of  external custom spacecraft 
components to simulation environment
Fault injection of  spacecraft hardware and measurements, software and 
environmental variables to test flight software management responses
Step-wise execution of  flight software in controlled, repeatable manner 
Execute mission scenarios and characterize timing behavior, memory 
















































































NASA’s IV&V Program ͳͷ
VirtualizationBenefitsw/
CyberSecurity
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Summary
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